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WHY THE ENTIRE GOP IS SUDDENLY
“BATSHIT CRAZY” OVER MUELLER…
What I am currently baffled about… are all of the stories in the press…
including The New York Times… about how the anti-Mueller mud slinging has
suddenly rapidly widened… spread like a cancer… and moved quickly from
the extreme fringes of Brietbart & anonymous emails (IN ALL CAPS DAMN IT!)
to now totally include Fox News and even the members of the GOP Congress.
Members that first praised Mueller… A Republican law enforcement guy with a
terrific reputation. Everyone seemed to agree that he was the perfect guy.
And they are also of course bashing Comey… a Republican who at the last
minute was forced to re-open the Hillary email case because of internal
pressure from a rogue group of New York City FBI agents (with help from
Rudy) that were going to leak the Anthony Weiner email story to the press at
the last minute… If Comey didn’t announce it first. He had to do it.
I think Comey is a real “Boy Scout"… who was put in a terrible place…. BUT…
he did… along with Rudy… cost Hillary the election. As well as the angry
Russian-influenced Sanders' “victims”… who stayed home... or voted Jill Stein.
And for those Jill Stein voters… Did you know that she was at the same dinner
in Moscow with Flynne and Putin and that she was sitting at the same table?
Which is why she is now also being investigated. Her votes in Michigan, Ohio,
and Wisconsin, would have been enough to shift the election to Hillary.
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Why was she in Moscow sitting with Flynne and Putin? But I Digress...
The reason that I am baffled at the moment by the entire GOP jumping on the
“Dump Mueller” train... and the press thinking it odd... is because it has already
been reported that Kremlin cash was shifted by the millions into GOP
Congressional campaigns across the nation. And they all just figured out that
their own campaigns were indirectly financed by The Kremlin. Not that there’s
anything wrong with that… But it sure aint gonna look so hot in November.
A million and a half dollars to McConnell alone. So the GOP Congress will
now do ANYTHING to shut Mueller down as quickly as possible. Though I’m
sure Mueller has already figured all of this out.
So this could be a hell of a lot bigger than just Mr. Trump… whom I believe is
only what Lenin once called a “useful idiot”… who will go down for things other
than “collusion”… as these idiots couldn’t even collude with themselves…
Some of you may know that I am unfortunately a “recovering music
executive”…. so I was totally “floored” when I learned that much of the money
flowing to GOP campaigns across the country was actually being channeling
through a wealthy British/American with deep Kremlin connections. A man that
also happens to own Warner Brothers Records today… which also owns the
EMI Classics catalog… with which I worked for eight wonderful years. WTF?
His name is Len Blavatnik … he is worth around $20 BILLION… he is the
wealthiest man in Britain... and he’s helping swing Congressional elections.
All of this brought to you by “Citizens United”… Gilbert Hetherwick
But about Maria Callas on Warner Brothers now? That’s like seeing a
Rembrandt hanging at a Walmart! And don’t get me wrong… I have the
deepest respect for the original Warner Brothers Records. But really? Tosca?

